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Abstract

In this work we have tried to build a baseline
Neural Machine Translation system for Khasi
and Assamese in both directions. Both the
languages are considered as low-resourced In-
dic languages. As per the language family in
concerned, Assamese is a language from Indo-
Aryan family and Khasi belongs to the Mon-
Khmer branch of the Austroasiatic language
family. No prior work is done which investigate
the performance of Neural Machine Translation
for these two diverse low-resourced languages.
It is also worth mentioning that no parallel cor-
pus and test data is available for these two lan-
guages. The main contribution of this work is
the creation of Khasi-Assamese parallel corpus
and test set. Apart from this, we also created
baseline systems in both directions for the said
language pair. We got best bilingual evaluation
understudy (BLEU) score of 2.78 for Khasi to
Assamese translation direction and 5.51 for As-
samese to Khasi translation direction. We then
applied phrase table injection (phrase augmen-
tation) technique and got new higher BLEU
score of 5.01 and 7.28 for Khasi to Assamese
and Assamese to Khasi translation direction
respectively.

1 Introduction

While Neural Machine Translation (NMT) has
achieved State-Of-The-Art in Machine Translation
domain, the inherent nature of huge data require-
ment of neural systems makes it extremely difficult
to get higher score in tasks where the data is scarce.
To achieve high BLEU (Papineni et al., 2002) score
in the translation task, the languages under study
must have a good amount of parallel data. For lan-
guages where such parallel data is very low or not
available at all, it becomes challenging to create a
decent NMT system for these languages. In this
work, we have engaged our research in studying
how one can proceed to develop an NMT system
for languages where no parallel data is available

and the languages are completely unrelated. We
will briefly describe about the languages in Sec-
tion 2. In Section 3 we explored existing works.
Section 4 describe the process of data collection
and generation. Section 5, 6 and 7 shows the
experiments, results and finally conclusions respec-
tively.

2 About the languages

Assamese is an official language in India among
22 languages as declared in the Eighth schedule
of Indian Constitution1. Assamese belongs to
the Indo Aryan language family and is mainly
used in the North Eastern part of India with more
than 16 million speakers (Ahmed et al., 2023) and
is considered as a lingua franca in that region.
But the language has been recognised as a low-
resourced language for machine translation task
(Ahmed et al., 2023). Assamese is written using
the Bengali-Assamese Script2 or sometimes also
called Assamese-Bengali script (Mahanta, 2012).

Another language, ’Khasi’, is mainly spoken in
the North Eastern state of India, Meghalaya. Khasi
is not yet included as a scheduled language in In-
dia. It is a resource poor language. It belongs to
the Mon-Khmer branch of Austroasiatic language
(Hujon et al., 2023b), which is a language family
found mainly in Southeast Asia and the eastern part
of the Indian subcontinent. The other languages in
the Khasic group of the Shillong Plateau, such as
Pnar, Lyngngam, and War, are also closely related
to Khasi3. Khasi is written using the Latin script.

3 Review of existing work

While studying the existing work done with respect
to machine translation system development involv-

1https://rajbhasha.gov.in/en/
languages-included-eighth-schedule-indian-constitution

2https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
Bengali-Assamese_script

3https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Khasi_language
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ing Assamese-xx or xx-Assamese languages we got
higher number of works as compared to Khasi-xx
or xx-Khasi languages.

The works in MT involving Assamese language
were developed using both statistical and neural
approaches, where the later became the contem-
porary technology to further the research in trans-
lation task. In Laskar et al. (2020), the authors
have reported about developing Statistical Machine
Translation (SMT) and NMT baseline works for As-
samese and English bilingual translation system in
both directions. They have used two-layer network
consists of long short term memory (LSTM) cell
with 500 nodes in each layer and attention mech-
anism (Bahdanau et al., 2015). Before this base-
line work on Assamese NMT, there are few works
(Baruah et al., 2014), (Das and Baruah, 2014),
(Singh et al., 2014), (Barman et al., 2014), (Kalita
and Islam, 2015), (Hannan et al., 2019) on MT
development for Assamese using SMT. Das et al.
(2014) developed a rule based machine translation
system for Assamese and English using Apertium
(Forcada et al., 2011). In the neural domain, there
are works on Assamese NMT development such
as (Baruah et al., 2021), (Dutt et al., 2022), (Nath
et al., 2022), (Laskar et al., 2022a), (Laskar et al.,
2021), (Laskar et al., 2022b), (Laskar et al., 2023).

For MT systems involving Khasi languages, we
got one work (Singh and Vellintihun Hujon, 2020)
using SMT (the authors also developed an NMT
system in the same work). Hujon et al. (2023a)
used convolutional sequence to sequence learn-
ing for English-Khasi Neural Machine Translation.
Use of both supervised and unsupervised technique
is reported in Thabah et al. (2019) for Khasi to En-
glish NMT. In Nonghuloo et al. (2020), the authors
have used Attention mechanism to get good BLEU
score for English to Khasi NMT system.

From this study of existing work, we conclude
that almost all work on Khasi MT system devel-
opment, emphasis is given to translating Khasi
to/from English and no attempt is made to cou-
ple the language with other non-English languages.
To fill this gap, we attempt to develop a baseline
system involving Khasi and non-English language,
Assamese, in our case.

4 Data collection and generation

The languages, for which we are attempting to cre-
ate NMT system, do not have any parallel data.
What we had at our disposal are two resources: 1)

English-Khasi Parallel data with 24000 sentences
from WMT23 (IndicMT subtask) and 2) English to
Assamese NMT system (developed in house) with
19.48 BLEU score for our own test set and 15.16
BLEU score for FLORES-200 test set (Team et al.,
2022).

We analysed the English-Khasi data to check the
sentence length for source and target language. The
Figure 1 shows the density histogram of the sen-
tence length variation for English and Khasi. We
got extremely unbalanced data in the parallel cor-
pus (maximum English sentence length of 103 and
maximum Khasi length of 1723). So, we filtered
the data in two ways. Firstly, we have selected
sentences from the original corpus where sentence
lengths were less than or equal to 200 (Set 1 Fig-
ure 2a) and secondly, we made the threshold criteria
to be sentence length less than or equal to 50 (Set 2
Figure 2b). A few sentences that are filtered from
Set 1 are filled from the first available sentences
of the validation set (provided with the English-
Khasi IndicMT subtask of WMT23) to keep the
total number at 24000. The English side of both
the two sets are then translated to Assamese using
our in-house English-Assamese NMT system (as
mentioned above).

Figure 1: Original English-Khasi sentence length varia-
tion

Now, we have two sets of synthetic parallel cor-
pus for Assamese and Khasi. Set 1 has 24000 sen-
tences (Figure 2c) and Set 2 has 18508 sentences
(Figure 2d). We split the data into training, testing
and validation sets. The details of train-test-valid
split is shown in Table 1



#train #test #validation #total
Set 1 22000 1000 1000 24000
Set 2 17008 1000 500 18508

Table 1: Details of train, test and valid set

Again, to generate the test data, we have trans-
lated the English side of the test set provided by
English-Khasi IndicMT sub task of WMT23, to
Assamese with our NMT system, and then manu-
ally post edited and validated the same. The test
set contains 1000 sentences.

5 Experimental setup

For the purpose of evaluating the influence of sen-
tence length, we have performed four experiments
in Assamese to Khasi and Khasi to Assamese lan-
guage directions (two in each directions). More-
over, we have also performed Phrase Table Injec-
tion experiment on all the sets, again having four
different models. The details of the experiments
along with the machine details are shown in the
following subsections.

5.1 Machine details
For all the experiments we have used a single GPU
machine. The details of the hardware available are
as follows:

NVIDIA Quadro P1000 GPU with 4096MB of
GPU memory and 640 CUDA Cores, Graphics
Clock speed (min: 136MHz, max:1544MHz),
Memory Transfer Rate (min:810MHz,
max:5010MHz) is the only system used for
the purpose of this work. The machine has a RAM
of 16GB and 64 bit Intel Xeon CPU.

5.2 System development
We adopted same training and testing setup to build
the NMT models from Set 1 and Set 2.

For both the sets, tokenization of Khasi data is
done with moses tokenizer (Koehn et al., 2007)
and tokenization of Assamese data is done with
tokenizer from IndicNLP Library (Kunchukuttan,
2020). We have used IndicNLP tokenizer for As-
samese as it can preserve some language specific
aspects of the Assamese language as shown in
(Ahmed et al., 2023).

Byte Pair Encoding (BPE, Sennrich et al. (2016))
is used for the purpose of subword tokenization of
Assamese and Khasi data separately. BPE tackles
the OOV problem for rare words. The number of
BPE symbols is set to 8k for both language.

We also trained a PBSMT system (Koehn et al.,
2007) on our dataset and extracted phrases as ex-
plained in Batheja and Bhattacharyya (2022). We
then augmented our extracted phrases to the train-
ing corpus of Set 1 ans Set 2.

All the models are trained with Fairseq4 (Ott
et al., 2019). It is a sequence-to-sequence learning
toolkit which facilitates experimenting with NMT
development. Fairseq has various implementations
of standard NMT architectures. We employ trans-
former architecture as described in Vaswani et al.
(2017). All the models are trained with a batch
size of 512 tokens, an initial learning rate of 0.0005
with inverse square root scheduler. Along with this,
we apply a dropout 0.3 (as the data is very low), la-
bel smoothing 0.1 and weight-decay 0.0001. Adam
optimizer with adam betas (0.9, 0.98) and warm-up
updates of 4000 is used. We trained the models for
maximum epochs of 150. This is a fairly standard
setup for NMT training. As the main aim of this
study is to develop a translation system for two
low-resource Indic languages which, we hope, will
serve as a baseline work to further the development,
we have not experimented much with model archi-
tecture and hyper parameter tuning and keep it as
a pointer to future studies. In the next section we
describe the result of the experiments.

6 Result

We use BLEU, ChrF2++(Popović, 2017),
TER(Snover et al., 2006) metrics to evaluate
the translation score of Assamese→Khasi and
Khasi→Assamese directions. We use Sacre-
BLEU5 (Post, 2018) library for the purpose. The
results are shown in the Table 2. In both the trans-
lation directions, Set 2, which has less number of
parallel sentences, has shown best score in all the
evaluation metrics, viz., BLUE, chrF2++ and TER.
We conjecture that the sentence length affected
the performance of Set 1 as explained in (Koehn
and Knowles, 2017) and (Cho et al., 2014). It is
also interesting to note that, Assamese→Khasi
direction got better translation score in both the
sets as compared to Khasi→Assamese direction.

4https://github.com/facebookresearch/fairseq
5https://github.com/mjpost/sacrebleu
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(a) Filtered <= 200 (b) Filtered <= 50

(c) Khasi-Assamese (Synthetic) <=200 (d) Khasi-Assamese (Synthetic) <=50

Figure 2: Sentence Length variation

BLEU↑ chrF2++↑ TER↓

As-Kh
Set 1 3.80 24.6168 87.9395
Set 2 5.51 26.5478 87.8170

Kh-As
Set 1 2.66 20.0046 102.2310
Set 2 2.78 20.6976 100.9910

Table 2: Evaluation score for Set 1 and Set 2

After augmenting the data with phrases obtained
from PBSMT model, we got the test result as
shown in Table 3

BLEU↑ chrF2++↑ TER↓

As-Kh
Set 1 5.12 27.5043 84.4632
Set 2 7.23 28.3312 83.4672

Kh-As
Set 1 4.11 22.1122 99.1010
Set 2 5.01 22.9867 99.0020

Table 3: Evaluation score for Set 1 and Set 2 with phrase
augmentation

The same consistency in terms of better score
is observed for all three evaluation metrics holds
in the case of phrase augmentation too. As-
samese→Khasi direction is performing well as
compared to Khasi→Assamese direction. From
both Table 2 and Table 3, it can be noted that
we achieved +1.72 increase in BLEU in As-
samese→Khasi direction and +2.23 increase in

BLEU in Khasi→Assamese direction using phrase
injection. We got best scores in all the experiments
for Set 2.

7 Conclusion

Firstly, we conclude that, with only synthetic data,
it is possible to develop a baseline system for lan-
guage pairs where no parallel corpus is available
previously. Secondly, it is observed that sentence
length plays a crucial role in getting good trans-
lation score. To establish the fact we would like
to direct our attention in the future to formulate
optimal sentence length for other language pairs.
And lastly, when the size of training corpus is very
small, extracting phrase pair from an SMT model
trained on the same data set and augmenting the
phrases to the training set can further enhance the
translation quality in terms of automatic evaluation
metrics such as BLEU, chrF and TER.

In this work, we have created a synthetic Khasi-
Assamese corpus and test set for the same pair.
Along with that we also created a baseline NMT
system for Khasi-Assamese language pair. This is
the very first work which demonstrates the use of
NMT for Khasi and non-English language. We en-
courage other researcher to pair diverse languages
to create NMT systems.



Limitations

We observe that the system fail to translate long
sentences correctly. Moreover, extraction of good
quality phrases using language agnostic models is
a computing intensive work. Again, generation of
good quality synthetic parallel corpus is a huge
challenge.
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